Today Signature is very popular authentication information. Here we try to hide this confidential information by Steganography. This security technique prevents discovery of the very existence of communication through digital media. In our proposed work the LSB replacement technique of Steganography is used. Here we able to increase imperceptibility as well as capacity of stego image by considering higher LSB layer for hiding the target data and replacing multiple bits.
Introduction
With the advancement of technology today communication are mostly done through internet which is open and public in nature. So information protection has become most vital issue and ongoing topic of research. During the transformation if information are intentionally or unintentionally modified it lost its meaning. The information may be protected against these adversaries if we can hide the existence of the message [1] . Steganography can be an effective for this secure communication through these digital media. Its aim is to hide the very existence of the message in the cover medium [2] . Recently at the time of World War II people also use invisible writing by the help of invisible ink. Modern steganography is generally understood to deal with electronic media rather than physical objects. Steganography is the combination of two Greek words "stegos" (means "cover") and "grafia" (means) "writing" defining it as "covered writing" [3] [8] .
Based on the different media we have text, image, audio, video and protocol Steganography where the cover medium are text, image, audio, video, and IP packet respectively [4] . In our proposed method we try to we concentrate on how much target data we can embed into the cover file so that human sense cannot follow its existence. Here a binary image is hidden within another which is basically a color image. And we also try to increase the robustness of stego image by increasing the depth of LSB layer. Basically image Steganography technique try to hide the existence of the so that it can cheat the HVS [5] [6].
Proposed Method
As target data we consider a very important biometric authentication datasignature. In our proposed technique we consider that the signature image is basically a binary image and we try to hide this binary image within a 24 bit Color image.
In our method first we have replaced the 5th bit (from the LSB) of each of the R, G and B component of the cover image with the pixel value of the target image. Thus the modified string becomes S='11111011' (251) and S= '10101111' (175) respectively. In our proposed technique we try to adjust the bits of the original string after embedding the data in the 5th LSB layer to reduce this difference [7] . Technique for bit adjustment to minimize the change in pixel value due to replacement of 5th LSB layer we consider 2 possible cases. Case 1: 5th bit changes from 1 to 0. Again it has 2 sub cases: 
b). Specifications and Action taken(2)
Now we demonstrate the first two cases and their sub cases of our proposed method with some examples. We can see from the above example that the maximum change in the modified pixel is 8 instead of 16. After the adjustment of the bits due to enhancement of perceptual transparency we replace LSB (1st bit) for increasing the capacity of the stego file and for this case the max change is 9.
Algorithm of proposed technique

Encoding Algorithm
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Read cover image and target image.
Step 3: Store the size of the target image in t_row(row size) and t_col(column size) variable.
Step 4: To store the length of the target image call function st_len(cover image, t_row, t_col)
Step 5: [start hiding from second row of the cover image]
Repeat
Step 5 to Step 8 until all pixel of target image is not embedded Take a pixel of target image and embed it at the 5 th bit of R plane of a pixel of cover image after that call the algorithm adjust(cover image).
[Consider LSB as index 1 and MSB as index 8]
Step 6: After adjusting the intensity value insert next pixel of target image into the LSB of adjusted pixel Cover image.
Step 7: Next two pixel of target image are inserted into the G plane of same pixel of cover image by considering same procedure.
Step 8: Then next two pixel of target image are inserted into the B plane of same pixel of cover image by considering same procedure. [So we see that six pixel of target image are inserted into a single pixel of cover image.]
Step 9: Send the stego image to the receiver.
Step 10: End.
Algorithm for length storing
Function st_len(cover image, t_row, t_col) [t_row and t_col be the row and column size of target image,respectively.]
Step 1: Count the number of digit in t_row and t_col value.
Step 2: Convert these two numbers into 4 bit binary and store these in r_bin and c_bin.
Step Step 5: Cut the digit of t_row value.
Step 6: Convert each digit into 4 bit binary.
Step 7: Replace 1 st and 2 nd LSB of Red and Green component of each pixel of first row of the cover image with 3rd -4 th and 1st -2 nd bits from LSB of each 4 bit binary.
Step 8: Restore the bits of Red, Green component of modified pixel in the cover image.
Step 9: Apply Step 5, 6, 7 and 8 for column size t_col also.
Step 10: end 3.3 Algorithm for bit adjustment Function adjust (cover image, t_row, t_col) [t_row and t_col be the row and column size of target image,respectively.]
Step 5.4.2: set a j = 0
Step 6: if the change in the 5th bit is from 1 to 0 follow the following step
Step 6.1: let the a i = 5th bit, if a i-1 =0 and a i+1 =0 then set a i-1, a i-2,…. a 0 = 1
Step 6.2: else if a i-1 =0 and a i+1 =1 then set a i-1, a i-2,…. a 0 = 1
Step 6.3: else if a i-1 =1 then set a i-1, a i-2,…. a 0 = 0
Step 6.3.1: if a i+1 =0 then set a i+1 = 1 Step 6.4: else j= i+1, while ( a j! = 0 ) set a j = 0
Step 6.4.1: increment j
Step 6.4.2: set a j = 1 Step 7: Set a(0), i.e 1st bit from the LSB = S(i+1), i.e the next pixel of target image.
Step 8: End
Result
Signature is very secure as well as important information for authentication. We should transmit this instruction secretly and for hide its existence during transmission here in our proposed technique we embed signature within a RGB cover image. After applying our proposed method we can hide this and the results are shown Figure 1 and Figure 2 . 
Conclusion
In this modern era where security becomes an important issue, Steganography plays a vital role for secure communication. Authentication, data integrity as well as confidentiality issues are maintained in our work because we hide the signature of a person within an image in such a way so that no one can understand its existence. In our proposed method we meet the three challenges of Steganography mainly capacity by hiding a binary image within an RGB image. In our future work we try to increase the capacity of stego image by compressing signature image.
